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ISU General Information and Objective 

 

ISU (The International Students’ Union of Norway) is an independent, democratic, non-profit, 

non-partisan organization run for and by international students. ISU is committed to the 

social, academic and welfare interests of all international students studying in Norway. ISU’s 

national administration is located in Oslo. ISU member unions are located at 26 institutions of 

higher education around Norway: ISU Bergen University, ISU Oslo University, ISU 

Stavanger University, ISU Tromsø University, ISU Trondheim (NTNU), ISU Agder 

University, ISU NHH Bergen, ISU Bodø, ISU Narvik, ISU HiOA Oslo, ISU NMBU-Ås, ISU 

BI Oslo, ISU Telemark, ISU HLT Oslo, ISU HiNT Nord Trøndelag and ISU HiH Harstad, 

ISU NLA Bergen, ISU Kjeller, ISU MF Oslo, ISU Volda, ISU Ålesund, ISU Gjøvik, ISU 

Drammen, ISU Kongsberg, ISU Hønefoss, ISU Vestfold. ISU’s main funding is from the 

Norwegian Government with the annual amount of NOK 1,100,000 (1st July 2014 – 30th 

June 2015). Local branches receive funding mainly from LNU’ frifond and their various 

institutions. ISU is in partnership with NSO, ANSA, Spire & UngInfo and ISU has 

membership status with SAIH & LNU. The National Assembly is the highest decision-

making body of the organisation, where approval of past political work and finances and the 

election of a National President and a National Board take place. It is also the place where all 

political priorities affecting all international students in Norway for the next year(s) are set. 
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Overview of Report Period 

 

The current National Board was successfully elected by delegates at the National Assembly 

Meeting held in Oslo 18th to 20st October 2013. This marked another great milestone in the 

history of ISU Norway. For full information please see: http://isu-norway.no/index.php.  

 

The National President 2012-2013 was re-elected with fresh Board consisting entirely of new 

members and, work progressed with lots of excitement and motivation. The National 

President’s previous experience with the administration of the organisation helped to make 

transition of the new elect board smooth. With an increased number of ISU local branches 

from 12 to 26 local branches 2011-2013, the Board worked on sustaining and providing 

support and advice to the new branches. Work progressed steadily on internationalisation of 

education in Norway and meeting with the Minister of Education and NSO. The Board 

consulted with our experienced Web Master and NSO in matters of technical nature. This 

ensured the needed continuity in ISU’s affairs. The board followed Guidelines and documents 

as approved at the previous National Assembly that set the roadmap for our work within the 

year. The Board analysed and assessed what had been done so far and what was left of 

campaigns from the Action Plan. The Board established working relationships and 

collaboration on projects with other organisations related to education. 

 

Activities and Developments 

 

1. The Board successfully held series of meetings and adopted pragmatic strategies to 

help achieve set goals from the Action Plan delivered to them at the National 

Assembly in Oslo. Reference points were taken from the Action Plan to move the 

organisation forward. 

 

2. November to December 2013 was unusually busy month for ISU. Following the 

elections of the new National Board, there was the transitional period between the 

outgoing 2012 – 2013 and the incoming National Board 2013 – 2014. The National 

Board held its first board meeting in November and work was divided into political 

and welfare parts. The political aspect was in relation to the campaign against 

http://www.isu-norway.no/
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introduction of tuition fees for international students outside the EU/EEA. Welfare 

part concentrated on inclusion of international students in local student activities, 

housing issues and career development. 

 

3. The Board adopted pragmatic strategies to help achieve a positive outcome for the 

campaign against tuition fees. Full cooperation with ISU partner organisations 

including NSO was essential to get wide support. Local and national media outlets 

were contacted to get cover, also MPs and local politicians we contacted to gain 

political support. The campaign was a success and the proposal was withdrawn in 

Parliament. However it is possible that the Norwegian Ministry of Education and 

Research may carry an internal study to find the pros and cons of tuition fees. The 

Ministry has accepted ISU’s request to contribute to the study. 

 

4. Welfare issue that were brought up and discussed: continuity, leadership skills, local 

branches' issues such as; motivation, accounting, visibility, breaking the barrier 

between the local and the international students and cooperation with the university 

authorities such as the Student Parliament. ISU initiated to establish cooperation and a 

working relationship with the student bodies of Energi Industri and central LO to 

provide international students with information in English on employment and career 

development in their institutions and English language courses at the beginning of the 

semester. We also hope to explore in other ways we can cooperate. The National 

Board initiated working on a continuity handbook and inclusion strategy that would 

compile local branch experiences, challenges and success stories with the purpose of 

making it available to all local branches for reference and as knowledge base. 

 

5. In December 2013 the National Secretary, handed her resignation notice. We 

advertised the position and successfully recruited Silje Willumsen. 

 

6. On 13th January 2014 ISU met the State Secretary of Education and officials at the 

Minister of Education to discuss below points.  

• Updated on the evaluation report the Ministry was carrying on the quota 

students scheme 

http://www.isu-norway.no/
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• Update on increasing the amount of English-medium courses at Master 

degree level 

• Residence permits/renewals for self-financed foreign students 

• Where the Government stands with regards to tuition fees for international 

students 

• The Ministry has accepted ISU’s request to contribute to the study. ISU 

will draft well searched document and submit in around April 2014 to the 

Ministry on why tuition fees should not be introduced for international 

students outside EU/EEA. 

 

7. The National Board has been obliged to change the venue of the LM1 February 2014 

in Haarstad to Oslo due to the fact that the local branch found it difficult to raise the 

necessary funds to meet its commitments. After consultation with the local branches 

and further deliberation within the National Board, it was decided to host the LM in 

Oslo with the National Office bearing all the expenses and organising the events. The 

leadership meeting was a success; four different issues relevant to ISU policy were 

discussed with inputs from the local branch leaders. 

 

8. The National Board has represented ISU at a number of meetings with partners. 

Among them were, SAIH gatherings, Internationalisation Conference at NSO, NSO 

National Executive Committee meetings. On the whole, it has been a very productive 

meetings with very positive and progressive deliberations. The main issue that 

concerned ISU Norway was the Internationalisation Platform.  

 

9. NSO reaffirmed its commitment to free education indicating that “Higher education 

should be the overall responsibility of the state, and the state should ensure a society 

that is not characterised by social and economic class distinctions. The introduction of 

tuition fees will make education available to the elite, not the masses. It is not an end 

in and of itself that everyone pursue higher education, but everyone should have the 

same opportunity to do so, regardless of social and economic status. Education is a 

powerful tool to ensure social mobility and the introduction of tuition fees will weaken 

the principle of equal opportunity. The National Board put forward the position of ISU 

with regards to internalisation of higher education at NSO’s Internationalisation 

Conference February 2014. Because the Conference was at the same time as the ISU 

LM1, the NB appointed Rikke Andersen president of ISU Kongsberg to attend on 

behalf of ISU Norway and to contribute to the discussion. 
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10. ISU has a membership agreement with SAIH and we work closely on issues affecting 

students. ISU, SAIH and NSO work closely on Student social needs including welfare 

effects have been initiated and further, deeper and better cooperation between 

students, in particular international students, with student welfare organisations in 

Norway. 

 

11. The National Board has been pursuing to find alternative way on the issue of the visa 

renewal which requires the student proof they have 92,000Nok in order to renew their 

visa. Following further gathering of evidence from several sources (see NB report 

April-May), the National Board is unable to find concrete facts and evidence to 

support the case that international students are dropping their courses due to 

insufficient funds. The National Board believes that the visa renewal poses an obstacle 

to students, it recommends that ISU ask the ministry to substitute the means testing to 

a academic performance requirement, this will also help improve the quality of 

education. This needs to be pursued in the future. 

 

12. Shortly after the first Leadership Meeting February 2014 the National Board received 

information that Oslo International Bible College (OIBC) had its teaching 

accreditation and approval as a vocational school withdrawn by Nokut (Norwegian 

Agency for Quality Assurance in Education). This was following an inspection by 

Nokut that found OIBC did not meet the criteria to continue teaching which ultimately 

led to the students at OIBC being unable to continue and complete their studies. ISU 

1
st
 Vice President and the Vice President of Academic Affairs and Welfare attended a 

meeting of ISU OIBC, Student Council and OIBC management to get more 

information and to find how to assist the student finish their studies. The National 

Board concluded that it was pertinent that the students not be deprived of their studies 

and to attain their qualifications, whether it was in OIBC or in another school. The 

National Board set out to work on this aim. Ultimately NOKUT in agreement with MF 

Norwegian School of Theology have enrolled all the students and offered them to 

continue and finish their studies. 

http://www.isu-norway.no/
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13. The months of February and March are the period where ISU’s yearly accounts and 

finances are audited by an external auditor. The National Secretary and the President 

have been working on compiling of the past year’s expenses to be sent to the 

accountant who records financial records which is sent to the auditor who conducts an 

independent assessment of the accuracy and fairness of ISU financial statements. The 

auditor has examined the accounts and has approved its accuracy and compliance with 

the rules. The documents are available online http://isu-norway.no/na-2014-national-

assembly-oslo-october-16-19/ http://isu-norway.no/na-2014-national-assembly-oslo-

october-16-19/  

 

14. The deadline for applying to the Ministry of Education for funding was on 15 March 

2014. All relevant documents were prepared the written annual report of ISU’s 

activities in the past year, the application for funding and together with the auditor’s 

report and accountant’s financial records was sent to the Ministry of Education for 

funding for the period July 2014 – June 2015. The Ministry of Education informed 

ISU the outcome of the application and was granted Nok 1,100,000 1
st
 July 2014. – 

30
th
 June 2015. 

 

15. The National Board initiated on designing and creating a single ISU logo to be used by 

all local branches. Invitations were sent to all local branches to send selected ISU logo 

by the local branch board members and was presented at the second leadership 

meeting. The 5 logos with different designs were presented at the Leadership Meeting 

which selected unanimously a logo to be presented to the National Assembly in 

October to be approved. 

 

16. Most of the Local Branches submitted applications and reports for frifond. The 

National Board appreciates the work of ISU local boards and their activities. There 

were a couple of local branches that have not complied with the rules on the use of 

frifond. The National Board has informed them of this non-compliance and has sought 

written explanations. See the Report of State of Local Branches. 
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17. In May the National Board had to handle cases of educational discrimination against 

Iranian students studying in Norway. The national board discussed strategies and 

ascertain ISU official stand. The National Board decided that we must stand with the 

Iranian students and assist them to clarify the situation. The National Board decided 

that cooperation with NSO was necessary and also SAIH in order to built a strong 

campaign. The National Board met with the organiser of SEDAI and agreed to support 

them. The National Board made a press release which calling for clear and transparent 

decision making and direct communication with the affected students. The National 

Board has also decided to present a resolution to the National Assembly supporting the 

Iranian students. 

 

18. The National Board has been aware that the Quota Scheme programme allowing 

students from developing to study in Norway with the support of the Norwegian 

government was being evaluated. Following completion of the evaluation the Ministry 

of Education send the evaluation report to ISU and asked for an input. The National 

Board made detailed discussion with a summary document highlighting the proposed 

changes to the quota scheme. The evaluation report was also sent to local branches 

seeking their input and thoughts. The deadline for the input is 18
th
 October 2014. The 

National Board will submit an input before the deadline. 

 

19. The National Board has started work to revise, expand and update the ISU Norway 

Four Year Action Plan 2011 – 2015 in consultation with local branches. The first draft 

ISU Policy was presented at the LM1, significant and valuable input was made by the 

delegates. The National Board continued to work on the Policy, taking input from 

NSO and government policy developments. The National Board has also created an 

Organisation Statement 2014-2016 and a Work Programme 2014-2015 to be 

submitted to the National Assembly  and approved for the National Board. 

 

20. In August 2014 the National Board distributed Frifond to the local branches, planned 

and set a preliminary budget for the year 2013 – 2014, recruitment of new secretary 

and planning of the National Assembly. The Board discussed and decided that due to 

increased funding from Ministry of Education we would be able to realise the dream 

http://www.isu-norway.no/
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of having a fulltime national secretary. The position was offered to current National 

Secretary and from 1
st
 September 2014 ISU for the first in its history has a fulltime 

permanent National Secretary.  

 

Summary 

 

As the size of the organisation is growing the need for increased funding is becoming 

apparent in order to keep ISU functioning at a much higher level. Lack of continuity has been 

one of the major challenges of the organization. As of 1
st
 September 2014 ISU has a fulltime a 

permanent National Secretary. This should ensure and achieve continuity. We are grateful to 

the Ministry of Education for increasing our funding to 1,100,000 2014-2015. ISU shall 

remain committed and motivated to serving and representing the social, academic and welfare 

interests of all international students in Norway. There is a new coalition Government coming 

in to govern and we must be able to adapt and strive for policies that benefit and is good for 

all students in Norway. The National Board should be ready to coordinate the operations of 

the local branches, advice and support local branches of their needs and implement the Action 

Plan of the National Assembly. 

 

ISU is pleased with the successful campaign against tuition fees and is grateful to the full 

support of NSO and student parliament leaders and other partner organisations. ISU specially 

recognises and thanks the support of the University of Oslo’s Student Parliament Executive 

Board. We hope that the cooperation that is taking place with our partners, NSO and SAIH 

will bear fruits for even better internationalisation of education in Norway. 

 

The National Board is pleased with the success of the first and second leadership meetings 

and is grateful for the support provided by ISU HiOA and ISU Gjovik board members and 

volunteers respectively. The work of the National Board continues with the aim of securing its 

mandate: student visa process, the quota scheme and the fight against tuition fees for 

international students. The National Board shall continue to advice and support local branches 

and is determined to have a strong, vibrant and functional Local Branches which are essential 

to the proper functioning of ISU. Continuity and unity between the Local Branches are 

immensely important factors in ISU’s existence. ISU shall continue to build on its strong 

cooperation with NSO, SAIH, student parliament leaders and other partner organisations. 
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Abbas Ahdal Sharif. 

National President 2013/2014 

nationalpresident@isu-norway.no 
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